
Welcome to Introduction to 
Computer Programming + Game 
Development 

Who wants to be a game developer ?

First we need to learn a thing or two about 
where our games are going to run;  
Desktop and Mobil devices over the web.

Lets start with some web basics.

How the web works:

The Internet is a network of connected 
computers. No company owns the Internet; it is 
a cooperative effort governed by a system of 
standards and rules. The purpose of connecting 
computers together, of course, is to share 
information. There are many ways information 
can be passed between computers, including 
email, file transfer (FTP), and many more 
specialized modes upon which the Internet is 
built. These standardized methods for 
transferring data or documents over a network 
are known as protocols. 

The Web (originally called the World Wide Web, 
thus the “www” in site addresses) is just one of 
the ways information can be shared over the 
Internet. It is unique in that it allows documents 
to be linked to one another using hypertext 
links—thus forming a huge “web” of connected 
information. The Web uses a protocol called 
HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol). That 
acronym should look familiar because it is the 
first four letters of nearly all website addresses 

Our Main Tool: during this class will be 
JavaScript.

We will (only) overview - HTML & CSS; as these 
are simple (containers) for our main TOOS of 
JavaScript.

So What is JavaScript?

Have you ever heard of JavaScript?

Wiki -JavaScript

JavaScript - will be our <main> tool for 
game development…

HTML & CSS are only - like a tool box 
that holds your tools…

Your instructor, Coach Arthur will help 
you, and guide you through what you 
need…   Having exposure to these will 
help your understanding of what is 
going on.    

For example:  if you want to teach 
some one how to multiply, giving them 
an overview of addition is helpful for 
the young person learning.

JavaScript Variables

There are 3 type of variables:
Numeric 1.
    var foo = 5;
String2.
    var test = "This is a test";
Boolian 3.
     var flag = true;

All statements end with a 
semicolon";"
The "="  is assignment operator

JavaScript variable are case sensitive.  
Therefore the variable flag is different 
than the variable Flag.
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information. The Web uses a protocol called 
HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol). That 
acronym should look familiar because it is the 
first four letters of nearly all website addresses 

Our Main Tool: during this class will be 
JavaScript.

We will (only) overview - HTML & CSS; as these 
are simple (containers) for our main TOOS of 
JavaScript.

So What is JavaScript?

Have you ever heard of JavaScript?

Wiki -JavaScript

JavaScript - will be our <main> tool for 
game development…

HTML & CSS are only - like a tool box 
that holds your tools…

Your instructor, Coach Arthur will help 
you, and guide you through what you 
need…   Having exposure to these will 
help your understanding of what is 
going on.    

For example:  if you want to teach 
some one how to multiply, giving them 
an overview of addition is helpful for 
the young person learning.

JavaScript Variables

There are 3 type of variables:
Numeric 1.
    var foo = 5;
String2.
    var test = "This is a test";
Boolian 3.
     var flag = true;

All statements end with a 
semicolon";"
The "="  is assignment operator

JavaScript variable are case sensitive.  
Therefore the variable flag is different 
than the variable Flag.
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